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PRESS RELEASE 

Maximum flexibility with optimized Carton Wheel Flow 
 
Sant'Antonino, Switzerland, December 12, 2017. Interroll’s new Carton Wheel Flow beds are 

designed for simple installation with dramatically reduced mounting time. On top of that, the pick-to- 

light-system can be now easily placed.  

 

Interroll has revised the bed frame design of its Carton Wheel Flow solution and more than halved the 
quantity of profile necessary to cover all references of beds. Loading support, unloading support, side frame 
and intermediate beam now require only a single profile each. The same profile can be used as loading 
support and end stop for drop out tray versions. Plastic clips are no longer needed. The new design of the 
loading and unloading support allows a “flush” mounting method in order to fix a pick-to-light-system in a 
“continuous way”, boosting the pick rate per hour. 
 
Slope adjustment is getting easier, too: All drop out trays—in the 5°,10° and now also the 15° version—can 
be mounted in a single side frame, making frame interruption a thing of the past. Customization of the bed 
frames is very simple as the frame can be cut in length to fit any rack design.  
 
With fewer parts to fix and clipless mounting, assembly time for the new carton flow system has been 
reduced by 30 percent on average, thereby also reducing overall project costs. Instead of a clip, the new 
universal connector fits all racking types and solidly connects the parts with a new clamp to facilitate bed 
installation or slope adjustment. 
 

Full Performance with a market-leading time-saving and easy-to use solution 

Mounting is also flexible in width: A new clamp allows a wider tolerance for racking clear entry of +/-20 mm 
instead of +/-5 mm for the same bed width. A new entry guide can be mounted tool-free and with no screws 
required, making adjustments easy. End caps are now optional with one single design fitting two different 
profile supports. As a patented solution unique in the market, the “connection” of the loading and unloading 
supports the side frame, whose profile is now thinner, but higher. The intermediate beams are now 
integrated in the side frame and adjusted to the bed width. The new design requires only a minimum of 
fixation points and saves time during assembly. 
 
With a maximum load of 150 kg/m², all standard applications in the market are covered. Deep-freeze 
applications are possible as well. The unique Floway 2 track from Interroll remains valid for this new bed 
frame with all well-known advantages 
.  
The Carton Wheel Flow solution is available in various widths (up to 3,600 mm) and depths (up to 5,500 mm 
for configurable versions and up to 12,000 mm for engineered solutions) to meet all requirements of 
common racking systems.  
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Image: Dramatically reduced mounting time and easy to use for pick-to-light-systems: Interroll’s new 
carton flow bed. 
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Interroll Profile 

The Interroll Group is the leading global provider of material handling solutions. The company was founded 
in 1959 and has been listed on the SIX Swiss Exchange since 1997. Interroll provides system integrators 
and OEMs with a wide range of platform-based products and services in these categories: Rollers (conveyor 
rollers), Drives (motors and drives for conveyor systems), Conveyors & Sorters as well as Pallet & Carton 
Flow (flow storage systems). Interroll solutions are in operation in express and postal services, e-commerce, 
airports, the food and beverage industry, fashion, and automotive sectors, and many other manufacturing 
industries. Among the company’s end users are leading brands such as Amazon, Bosch, Coca-Cola, DHL, 
Nestlé, Procter & Gamble, Siemens, Walmart and Zalando. Headquartered in Switzerland, Interroll has a 
global network of 32 companies with turnover of around CHF 401.5 million and 2,000 employees (2016). 
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